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Abstract. The h-index is an important bibliographic measure used to
assess the performance of researchers. Van Bevern et al. [Artif. Intel.,
to appear] showed that, despite computational worst-case hardness
results, substantial manipulation of the h-index of Google Scholar
author profiles is possible by merging articles. Complementing this
work, we study the opposite operation, the splitting of articles, which
is arguably the more natural operation for manipulation and which is
also allowed within Google Scholar. We present numerous results on
computational complexity (from linear-time algorithms to parameter-
ized computational hardness results) and empirically indicate that at
least small improvements of the h-index by splitting merged articles
are easily achievable.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lesk [14] pointed out that the h-index6 is the modern equivalent of the
old saying “Deans can’t read, they can only count.” He also remarked
that the idea of “least publishable units” by dividing one’s reports into
multiple (short) papers has been around since the 1970s. A modern
version of this scenario is the manipulation of an author’s h-index by
splitting a publication in an author’s profile into different versions of
an article (which may result in an increased h-index). Google Scholar
permits such splitting. We study such manipulation in this work, intro-
ducing and discussing several models, performing a thorough analysis
of the computational complexity, and providing experimental results.

Our main points of reference are three recent publications deal-
ing with the manipulation of the h-index, particularly motivated by
Google Scholar author profile manipulation [2, 13, 16]. Indeed, we
will closely follow the notation and concepts introduced by van Bev-
ern et al. [2] and we refer to this work for discussion of related work
concerning strategic self-citations to manipulate the h-index [1, 4, 17],
other citation indices [6, 16, 18], and manipulation in general [7, 8].
The main difference to these previous publications is that they focus on
merging articles for increasing the h-index [2, 13, 16] or other indices
like the g-index and the i10-index [16], while we focus on splitting.

In the manipulation scenario for merging the assumption is that an
author has a publication profile, for example in Google Scholar, that
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consists of single articles and aims to increase his or her h-index by
merging articles. This will result in a new article with a potentially
higher number of citations. The merging option is provided by Google
Scholar to identify different versions of the same article, for example
a journal version and a conference version.

In the case of splitting, we assume that, most of the time, an
author will maintain a correct profile in which all necessary merges
are performed. Some of these merges may decrease the h-index.
For instance, this can be the case when the two most cited papers
are the conference and journal version of the same article. A very
realistic scenario is that at certain times, for example when being
evaluated by their dean, an author may temporally undo some of
these merges to increase artificially his or her h-index. A further point
which distinguishes manipulation by splitting from manipulation by
merging is that for merging it is easier to detect whether someone
cheats too much. This can be done by looking at the titles of merged
articles [2]. In contrast, it is much harder to prove that someone is
manipulating by splitting; the manipulator can always claim to be
too busy or that he or she does not know how to operate the profile.

The main theoretical conclusion from our work is that h-index
manipulation by splitting merged articles7 is typically computationally
easier than manipulation by merging. Hence, undoing all merges and
then merging from scratch might be intractable in cases while, on the
contrary, computing an optimal splitting is computationally feasible.
The only good news (and, in a way, a recommendation) in this sense
is that if one would use the citation measure “fusionCite” as defined
by van Bevern et al. [2], then manipulation is computationally much
harder than for the “unionCite” measure used by Google Scholar.
We also experimented with data from Google Scholar profiles [2].

Models for Splitting Articles. We consider the publication profile
of an author and denote the articles in this profile by W ⊆ V , where
V is the set of all articles. Following previous work [2], we call these
articles atomic. Merging articles yields a partition P of W in which
each part P ∈ P with |P | ≥ 2 is a merged article.

Given a partition P of W , the aim of splitting merged articles is
to find a refined partition R of P with a large h-index, where the
h-index of a partition P is the largest number h such that there are
at least h parts P ∈ P whose number μ(P ) of citations is at least h.
Herein, we have multiple possibilities of defining the number μ(P )
of citations of an article in P [2]. The first one, sumCite(P ), was
introduced by de Keijzer and Apt [13], and is simply the sum of
the citations of each atomic article in P . Subsequently, van Bevern
et al. [2] introduced the more realistic citation measures unionCite

7 Google Scholar allows authors to group different versions of an article.
We call the resulting grouping a merged article. Google Scholar author
profiles typically contain many merged articles, e.g. an arXiv version with a
conference version and with a journal version.
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Figure 1: Vertices represent articles, arrows represent citations, num-
bers are citation counts. The articles on a gray background in (a) have
been merged in (b)–(d), and citation counts are given according to the
measures sumCite, unionCite, and fusionCite, respectively. The
arrows represent the citations counted by the corresponding measure.

(used by Google Scholar), where we take the cardinality of the union
of the citations, and fusionCite, where we additionally remove self-
citations of merged articles as well as duplicate citations between
merged articles. In generic definitions, we denote these measures by μ,
see Figure 1 for an illustration and Section 2 for the formal definitions.
Note that, to compute these citation measures, we need a citation
graph, a directed graph whose vertices represent articles and in which
an arc from a vertex u to a vertex v means that article u cites article v.

In this work, we introduce three different operations that may be
used for undoing merges in a merged article a:
Atomizing: splitting a into all its atomic articles,
Extracting: splitting off a single atomic article from a, and
Dividing: splitting a into two parts arbitrarily.
See Figure 2 for an illustration of the three splitting operations. Note
that the atomizing, extracting, and dividing operations are successively
more powerful in the sense that successively larger h-indices can be
achieved. Google Scholar offers the extraction operation.

The three splitting operations lead to three problem variants, each
taking as input a citation graph D = (V,A), a set W ⊆ V of articles
belonging to the author, a partition P of W that defines already-
merged articles, and a non-negative integer h denoting the h-index to
achieve. For μ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite, fusionCite}, we define the
following problems.
ATOMIZING(μ)
Question: Is there a partition R of W such that

i) for each R ∈ R either |R| = 1 or there is a P ∈ P such
that R = P ,

ii) the h-index of R is at least h with respect to μ?
EXTRACTING(μ)
Question: Is there a partition R of W such that

i) for each R ∈ R there is a P ∈ P such that R ⊆ P ,
ii) for each P ∈ P we have |{R ∈ R | R ⊂ P and |R| > 1}| ≤ 1,

iii) the h-index of R is at least h with respect to μ?
DIVIDING(μ)
Question: Is there a partition R of W such that

i) for each R ∈ R there is a P ∈ P such that R ⊆ P ,
ii) the h-index of R is at least h with respect to μ?

Conservative Splitting. We study for each of the problem variants
an additional upper bound on the number of merged articles that are
split. We call these variants conservative: if an insincere author would
like to manipulate his or her profile temporarily, then he or she would
prefer a manipulation that can be easily undone. To formally define
CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING, CONSERVATIVE EXTRACTING, and
CONSERVATIVE DIVIDING, we add the following restriction to the
partition R: “the number |P \ R| of changed articles is at most k”.

A further motivation for the conservative variants is that, in a
Google Scholar profile, an author can click on a merged article and
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Figure 2: Vertices represent articles, arrows represent citations, num-
bers are citation counts. The articles on a gray background have
been merged in the initial profile (a) and correspond to remaining
merged articles after applying one operation in (c) and (d). Each
(merged) article has the same citation count, regardless of the used
measure sumCite, unionCite, and fusionCite.

tick a box for each atomic article that he or she wants to extract. Since
Google Scholar uses the unionCite measure [2], CONSERVATIVE

EXTRACTING(unionCite) thus corresponds closely to manipulat-
ing the Google Scholar h-index via few of the splitting operations
available to the user.

Cautious Splitting. For each splitting operation, we also study an
upper bound k on the number of operations. Following our previ-
ous work [2], we call this variant cautious. In the case of atomizing,
conservativity and caution coincide since exactly one operation is
performed per changed article. Thus, we obtain two cautious problem
variants: CAUTIOUS EXTRACTING and CAUTIOUS DIVIDING. For
both we add the following restriction to the partition R: “the num-
ber |R| − |P| of extractions (or divisions, respectively) is at most k”.
In both variants we consider k to be part of the input.

Our results. Our theoretical (complexity classification) results are
summarized in Table 1. The measures sumCite and unionCite
behave basically the same. In particular, in case of atomizing and
extracting, manipulation is doable in linear time, while fusionCite
mostly leads to (parameterized) intractability, that is, to high worst-
case computational complexity. Moreover, the dividing operation
(the most general one) seems to lead to computationally much harder
problems than atomizing and extracting. As indicated in Table 1, the
computational complexity of two specific problems remains open.

We performed experiments with real-world data [2] and the men-
tioned linear-time algorithms, in particular for the case directly rel-
evant to Google Scholar, that is, using the extraction operation and
the unionCite measure. Our general findings are that increases of
the h-index by one or two typically are easily achievable with few
operations. The good news is that dramatic manipulation opportuni-
ties due to splitting are rare. They cannot be excluded, however, and
they could be easily executed when relying on standard operations
and measures (as used in Google Scholar). Working with fusionCite
instead of the other two could substantially hamper manipulation.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Throughout this work, we use n := |V | for the number of input
articles and m := |A| for the overall number of arcs in the input
citation graph D = (V,E). Let degin(v) denote the indegree of
an article v in a citation graph D = (V,A), that is, v’s number of
citations. Furthermore, let N in

D(v) := {u | (u, v) ∈ A} denote the set
of articles that cite v and N in

D−W (v) := {u | (u, v) ∈ A ∧ u /∈ W}
be the set of articles outside W that cite v. For each part P ∈ P , the
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Table 1: Computational complexity of the various variants of manip-
ulating the h-index by splitting operations. For all FPT and W[1]-
hardness results we also show NP-hardness.
†: wrt. parameter h, the h-index to achieve.
�: wrt. parameter k, the number of operations.
�: wrt. parameter h+ k + s, where s is the largest number of articles
merged into one.

Problem sumCite / unionCite fusionCite

Atomizing Linear (Theorem 1) FPT† (Theorems 5, 6)
Conservative A. Linear (Theorem 1) W[1]-h� (Theorem 7)

Extracting Linear (Theorem 2) ?
Conservative E. Linear (Theorem 2) W[1]-h� (Corollary 1)
Cautious E. Linear (Theorem 2) W[1]-h� (Corollary 1)

Dividing FPT† (Theorem 3) NP-h (Proposition 1)
Conservative D. FPT† (Theorem 3) W[1]-h� (Corollary 1)
Cautious D. W[1]-h� (Theorem 4) W[1]-h� (Corollary 1)

following three measures for the number μ(P ) of citations of P have
been introduced [2]. They are illustrated in Figure 1. The measure

sumCite(P ) :=
∑
v∈P

degin(v)

defines the number of citations of a merged article P as the sum of the
citations of the atomic articles it contains. This measure was proposed
by de Keijzer and Apt [13]. In contrast, the measure

unionCite(P ) :=
∣∣∣ ⋃
v∈P

N in
D(v)

∣∣∣
defines the number of citations of a merged article P as the number of
distinct atomic articles citing at least one atomic article in P . Google
Scholar uses the unionCite measure [2]. The measure

fusionCite(P ) :=
∣∣∣ ⋃
v∈P

N in
D−W (v)

∣∣∣+
∑

P ′∈P\ {P}

{
1 if ∃v ∈ P ′∃w ∈ P : (v, w) ∈ A,

0 otherwise

is perhaps the most natural one: at most one citation of a part P ′ ∈ P
to a part P ∈ P is counted, that is, we additionally remove duplicate
citations between merged articles and self-citations of merged articles.

Our theoretical analysis is in the framework of parameterized com-
plexity [3, 5, 9, 15]. That is, for those problems that are NP-hard, we
study the influence of a parameter, an integer associated with the input,
on the computational complexity. For a problem P , we seek to de-
cide P using a fixed-parameter algorithm, an algorithm with running
time f(p) · |q|O(1), where q is the input and f(p) a computable func-
tion depending only on the parameter p. If such an algorithm exists,
then P is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) with respect to p. W[1]-hard
parameterized problems presumably do not admit FPT algorithms.
For instance, to find an order-k clique in an undirected graph is known
to be W[1]-hard for the parameter k. W[1]-hardness of a problem P
parameterized by p can be shown via a parameterized reduction from
a known W[1]-hard problem Q parameterized by q. That is, a reduc-
tion that runs in f(q) · nO(1) time on input of size n with parameter q
and produces instances that satisfy p ≤ f(q) for some function f .

3 SUM CITE AND UNION CITE

In this section, we study the sumCite and unionCite measures. We
provide linear-time algorithms for atomizing and extracting and an-
alyze the parameterized complexity of dividing with respect to the

Algorithm 1: Atomizing
Input: A citation graph D = (V,A), a set W ⊆ V of articles, a

partition P of W , a nonnegative integer h and a
measure μ.

Output: A partition R of W .

1 R ← ∅
2 foreach P ∈ P do

3 A ← Atomize(P)
4 if ∃A ∈ A : μ(A) ≥ h then R ← R∪A
5 else R ← R∪ {P}
6 return R

Algorithm 2: Conservative Atomizing
Input: A citation graph D = (V,A), a set W ⊆ V of articles, a

partition P of W , nonnegative integers h and k, and a
measure μ.

Output: A partition R of W .

1 R ← P
2 foreach P ∈ P do

3 �P ← 0
4 A ← Atomize(P)
5 �P ← �P + |{A ∈ A | μ(A) ≥ h}|
6 if μ(P ) ≥ h then �P ← �P − 1

7 for i ← 1 to k do

8 P ∗ ← argmaxP∈P{�P }
9 if �P∗ > 0 then

10 A ← Atomize(P ∗)
11 R ← (R \ {P ∗}) ∪ A
12 �P∗ ← −1

13 return R

number k of splits and the h-index h to achieve. In our results for
sumCite and unionCite, we often tacitly use the observation that
local changes to the merged articles do not influence the citations of
other merged articles.

Manipulation by Atomizing. Recall that the atomizing operation
splits a merged article into singletons and that, for the atomizing oper-
ation, the notions of conservative (touching few articles) and cautious
(making few operations) manipulation coincide and are thus both
captured by CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING. Both ATOMIZING and
CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING are solvable in linear time. Intuitively,
it suffices to find the merged articles which, when atomized, increase
the number of articles with at least h citations the most. This leads
to Algorithms 1 and 2 for ATOMIZING and CONSERVATIVE ATOM-
IZING. Herein, the Atomize() operation takes a set S as input and
returns {{s} | s ∈ S}. The algorithms yield the following theorem.

Theorem 1. ATOMIZING(μ) and CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING(μ)
are solvable in linear time for μ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite}.

Proof. We first consider ATOMIZING(μ). Let R be a partition created
from a partition P by atomizing a part P ∗ ∈ P . Observe that for
all P ∈ P and R ∈ R we have that P = R implies μ(P ) =
μ(R), for μ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite}. Intuitively this means that
atomizing a single part P ∗ ∈ P does not alter the μ-value of any
other part of the partition.

Algorithm 1 computes a partition R that has a maximal number
of parts R with μ(R) ≥ h that can be created by applying atom-
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Algorithm 3: Extracting
Input: A citation graph D = (V,A), a set W ⊆ V of articles, a

partition P of W , a nonnegative integer h and a
measure μ.

Output: A partition R of W .

1 R ← ∅
2 foreach P ∈ P do

3 foreach v ∈ P do

4 if μ({v}) ≥ h then

5 R ← R∪ {{v}}
6 P ← P \ {v}
7 if P = ∅ then R ← R∪ {P}
8 return R

izing operations to P: It applies the atomizing operation to each
part P ∈ P if there is at least one singleton A in the atomization of P
with μ(A) ≥ h. By the above observation, this cannot decrease the
total number of parts in the partition that have a μ-value of at least h.
Furthermore, we have that for all R ∈ R, we cannot potentially in-
crease the number of parts with μ-value at least h by atomizing R.
Thus, we get the maximal number of parts R with μ(R) ≥ h that can
be created by applying atomizing operations to P .

Obviously, if R has at least h parts R with μ(R) ≥ h, we face a
yes-instance. Conversely, if the input is a yes-instance, then there is
a number of atomizing operations that can be applied to P such that
the resulting partition R has at least h parts R with μ(R) ≥ h.

It is easy to see that the algorithm runs in linear time and finds a
yes-instance if it exists. If the output partition R does not have at
least h parts R with μ(R) ≥ h, then the input is a no-instance.

The pseudocode for solving CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING(μ) is
given in Algorithm 2. First, in Lines 2–6, for each part P , Algorithm 2
records how many singletons A with μ(A) ≥ h are created when
atomizing P . Then, in Lines 7–12, it repeatedly atomizes the part
yielding the most such singletons. This procedure creates the max-
imum number of parts that have a μ-value of at least h, since the
μ-value cannot be increased by exchanging one of these atomizing
operations by another.

Obviously, if R has at least h parts R with μ(R) ≥ h, we face a
yes-instance. Conversely, if the input is a yes-instance, then there are
k atomizing operations that can be applied to P to yield an h-index of
at least h. Since Algorithm 2 takes successively those operations that
yield the most new parts with h citations, the resulting partition R
has at least h parts R with μ(R) ≥ h. It is not hard to verify that the
algorithm has linear running time.

Manipulation by Extracting. Recall that the extracting operation
removes a single article from a merged article. All variants of the
extraction problem are solvable in linear time. Intuitively, in the cau-
tious case, it suffices to find k extracting operations that each increase
the number of articles with h citations. In the conservative case, we
determine for each merged article a set of extraction operations that
increases the number of articles with h citations the most. Then we
use the extraction operations for those k merged articles that yield
the k largest increases in the number of articles with h citations. This
leads to Algorithms 3, 4, and 5 for EXTRACTING, CAUTIOUS EX-
TRACTING, and CONSERVATIVE EXTRACTING, respectively, which
yield the following theorem.

Theorem 2. EXTRACTING(μ), CONSERVATIVE EXTRACTING(μ)

Algorithm 4: Cautious Extracting
Input: A citation graph D = (V,A), a set W ⊆ V of articles, a

partition P of W , nonnegative integers h and k, and a
measure μ.

Output: A partition R of W .

1 R ← ∅
2 foreach P ∈ P do

3 foreach v ∈ P do

4 if k > 0 and μ({v}) ≥ h and μ(P \ {v}) ≥ h then

5 R ← R∪ {{v}}
6 P ← P \ {v}
7 k ← k − 1

8 if P = ∅ then R ← R∪ {P}
9 return R

Algorithm 5: Conservative Extracting
Input: A citation graph D = (V,A), a set W ⊆ V of articles, a

partition P of W , nonnegative integers h and k, and a
measure μ.

Output: A partition R of W .

1 foreach P ∈ P do

2 �P ← 0
3 RP ← ∅
4 foreach v ∈ P do

5 if μ({v}) ≥ h and μ(P \ {v}) ≥ h then

6 RP ← RP ∪ {{v}}
7 P ← P \ {v}
8 �P ← �P + 1

9 if P = ∅ then RP ← RP ∪ {P}
10 P∗ ← the k elements of P ∈ P with largest �P -values
11 R ← ⋃

P∈P∗ RP ∪ (P \ P∗)
12 return R

and CAUTIOUS EXTRACTING(μ) are solvable in linear time for μ ∈
{sumCite, unionCite}.

Proof. We first consider EXTRACTING(μ). Let R be a partition pro-
duced from P by extracting an article from a part P ∗ ∈ P . Recall
that this does not alter the μ-value of any other part, i.e., for all
P ∈ P and R ∈ R, we have that P = R implies μ(P ) = μ(R)
for μ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite}.

Consider Algorithm 3. It is easy to see that the algorithm only
performs extracting operations and that the running time is polynomial.
So we have to argue that whenever there is a partition R that can be
produced by extracting operations from P such that the h-index is at
least h, then the algorithm finds a solution.

We show this by arguing that the algorithm produces the maximum
number of articles with at least h citations possible. Extracting an
article that has strictly less than h citations cannot produce an h-index
of at least h unless we already have an h-index of at least h, because
the number of articles with h or more citations does not increase.
Extracting an article with h or more citations cannot decrease the
number of articles with h or more citations. Hence, if there are no
articles with at least h citations that we can extract, we cannot create
more articles with h or more citations. Therefore, we have produced
the maximum number of articles with h or more citations when the
algorithm stops.
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The pseudocode for solving CAUTIOUS EXTRACTING(μ) is given
in Algorithm 4. We perform up to k extracting operations (Line 6).
Each of them increases the number of articles that have h or more
citations by one. As Algorithm 4 checks each atomic article in each
merged article, it finds k extraction operations that increase the num-
ber of articles with h or more citations if they exist. Thus, it produces
the maximum-possible number of articles that have h or more citations
and that can be created by k extracting operations.

To achieve linear running time, we need to efficiently compute
μ(P \ {v}) in Line 4. This can be done by representing articles as
integers and using an n-element array A which stores throughout
the loop in Line 3, for each article v ∈ N in

D[P ], the number A[w] of
articles in P that are cited by w. Using this array, one can compute
μ(P \{v}) in O(degin(v)) time in Line 4, amounting to overall linear
time. The time needed to maintain array A is also linear: We initialize
it once in the beginning with all zeros. Then, before entering the loop
in Line 3, we can in O(|N in

D(P )|) total time store for each article v ∈
N in

D[P ], the number A[w] of articles in P that are cited by w. To
update the array within the loop in Line 3, we need O(degin(v)) time
if Line 6 applies. In total, this is linear time.

Finally, the pseudocode for solving CONSERVATIVE EXTRAC-
TING(μ) is given in Algorithm 5. For each merged article P ∈ P ,
Algorithm 5 computes a set RP and the number �P of additional
articles v with μ(v) ≥ h that can be created by extracting. Then it
chooses a set P∗ of k merged articles P ∈ P with maximum �P and,
from each P ∈ P∗, extracts the articles in RP .

This procedure creates the maximum number of articles that have
a μ-value of at least h while only performing extraction operations on
at most k merges.

Obviously, if the solution R has at least h parts R with μ(R) ≥
h, then we face a yes-instance. Conversely, if the input is a yes-
instance, then there are k merged articles that we can apply extraction
operations to, such that the resulting partition R has at least h parts R
with μ(R) ≥ h. Since the algorithm produces the maximal number
of parts R with μ(R) ≥ h, it achieves an h-index of at least h.

The linear running time follows by implementing the check in
line 5 in O(degin(v)) time as described for Algorithm 4 and by using
counting sort to find the k parts to extract from in line 10.

Manipulation by Dividing. Recall that the dividing operation splits
a merged article into two arbitrary parts. First we consider the basic
and the conservative case and show that they are FPT when parame-
terized by the h-index h. Then we show that the cautious variant
is W[1]-hard when parameterized by k. DIVIDING(μ) is closely
related to H-INDEX MANIPULATION(μ) [2, 13] which is, given a
citation graph D = (V,A), a subset of articles W ⊆ V , and a non-
negative integer h, to decide whether there is a partition P of W
such that P has h-index h with respect to μ. De Keijzer and Apt [13]
showed that H-INDEX MANIPULATION(sumCite) is NP-hard, even
if merges are unconstrained. The hardness of H-INDEX MANIPU-
LATION for μ ∈ {unionCite, fusionCite} follows. We can reduce
H-INDEX MANIPULATION to CONSERVATIVE DIVIDING by defining
the partition P = {W}, hence we get the following.

Proposition 1. DIVIDING and CONSERVATIVE DIVIDING are NP-
hard for μ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite, fusionCite}.

As to computational tractability, DIVIDING and CONSERVATIVE

DIVIDING are FPT when parameterized by h—the h-index to achieve.

Theorem 3. DIVIDING and CONSERVATIVE DIVIDING(μ) can be
solved in 2O(h4 log h) · nO(1) time, where h is the h-index to achieve
and μ ∈ {sumCite, unionCite}.

Algorithm 6: Conservative Dividing
Input: A citation graph D = (V,A), a set W ⊆ V of articles, a

partition P of W , nonnegative integers h and k, and a
measure μ.

Output: true if k dividing operations can be applied to P to
yield h-index h and false otherwise.

1 foreach P ∈ P do

2 D′ ← The graph obtained from D by removing all
citations (u, v) such that v /∈ P and adding
h+ 1 articles r1, . . . , rh+1

3 W ′ ← P , �P ← 0
4 for i ← 0 to h do

5 if Merge(D′,W ′, h, μ) then

6 �P ← h− i
7 Break

8 Add ri to W ′ and add each citation (ri, rj),
j ∈ {1, . . . , h+ 1} \ {i} to D′

9 return ∃P ′ ⊆ P s.t. |P ′| ≤ k and
∑

P∈P′ �P ≥ h

Proof. The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 6. Herein,
Merge(D,W, h, μ) decides H-INDEX MANIPULATION(μ), that
is, it returns true if there is a partition Q of W such that Q has
h-index h and false otherwise. It follows from van Bevern et al. [2,
Theorem 7] that Merge can be carried out in 2O(h4 log h) ·nO(1) time.

Algorithm 6 first finds, using Merge, the maximum number �P
of (merged) articles with at least h citations that we can create in
each part P ∈ P . For this, we first prepare an instance (D′,W ′, h, μ)
of H-INDEX MANIPULATION(μ) in Lines 2 and 3. In the resulting
instance, we ask whether there is a partition of P with h-index h.
If this is the case, then we set �P to h and, otherwise, we add one
artificial article with h citations to W ′ in Line 8. Then we use Merge
again and we iterate this process until Merge returns true, or we
find that there is not even one merged article contained in P with
h citations. Clearly, this process correctly computes �P . Thus, the
algorithm is correct. The running time is clearly dominated by the
calls to Merge. Since Merge runs in 2O(h4 log h) · nO(1) time [2,
Theorem 7], the running time bound follows.

We note that Merge can be modified so that it outputs the desired par-
tition. Hence, we can modify Algorithm 6 to output the actual solution.
Furthermore, for k = n, Algorithm 6 solves the non-conservative vari-
ant, which is therefore also fixed-parameter tractable parameterized
by h.

In contrast, for the cautious variant we show W[1]-hardness when
parameterized by k, the number of allowed operations.

Theorem 4. CAUTIOUS DIVIDING(μ) is NP-hard and
W[1]-hard when parameterized by k for μ ∈ {sumCite,
unionCite, fusionCite}, even if the citation graph is acyclic.

Proof. We reduce from the UNARY BIN PACKING problem: given
a set S of n items with integer sizes si, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, � bins and
a maximum bin capacity B, can we distribute all items into the �
bins? Herein, all sizes are encoded in unary. UNARY BIN PACKING

parameterized by � is W[1]-hard [11].
Given an instance (S, �, B) of UNARY BIN PACKING, we produce

an instance (D,W,P, h, �− 1) of CAUTIOUS DIVIDING(sumCite).
Let s∗ =

∑
i si be the sum of all item sizes. We assume that B < s∗

and � ·B ≥ s∗ as, otherwise, the problem is trivial, since all items fit
into one bin or they collectively cannot fit into all bins, respectively.
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Furthermore, we assume that � < B since, otherwise, the instance
size is upper bounded by a function of � and, hence, is trivially FPT
with respect to �. We construct the instance of CAUTIOUS DIVID-
ING(sumCite) in polynomial time as follows.
• Add s∗ articles x1, . . . , xs∗ to D. These are only used to increase

the citation count of other articles.

• Add one article ai to D and W for each si.
• For each article ai, add citations (xj , ai) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ si to G.

Note that, after adding these citations, each article ai has citation
count si.

• Add Δ := � ·B − s∗ articles u1, . . . , uΔ to D and W .
• For each article ui with i ∈ {1, . . . ,Δ}, add an citation (x1, ui)

to D. Note that each article ui has citation count 1.

• Add B − � articles h1, . . . , hB−� to D and W .
• For each article hi with i ∈ {1, . . . , B − �}, add citations (xj , hi)

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ B to D. Note that each article hi has citation
count B.

• Add P ∗ = {a1, . . . , an, u1, . . . , uΔ} to P , for each article hi

with i ∈ {1, . . . , B − �}, add {hi} to P , and set h = B.
Now we show that (S, �, B) is a yes-instance if and only
if (D,W,P, h, �− 1) is a yes-instance.

(⇒) Assume that (S, �, B) is a yes-instance and let S1, . . . , S�

be a partition of S such that items in Si are placed in bin i. Now
we split P ∗ into � parts R1, . . . , R� in the following way. Note that
for each Si, we have that

∑
sj∈Si

sj = B − δi for some δi ≥ 0.
Furthermore,

∑
i δi = Δ. Recall that there are Δ articles u1, . . . , uΔ

in P ∗. Let δ<i =
∑

j<i δj and Ui = {uδ<i+1, . . . , uδ<i+δi},
with δ0 = 0 and if δi > 0, let Ui = ∅ for δi = 0. We set
Ri = {aj | sj ∈ Si} ∪ Ui. Then for each Ri, we have that
sumCite(Ri) = sumCite({aj | sj ∈ Si}) + sumCite(Ui), which
simplifies to sumCite(Ri) =

∑
sj∈Si

sj + δi = B. For each
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have sumCite({hi}) = B. Hence, R =
{R1, . . . , R�, {h1}, . . . , {hB−�}} has h-index B.

(⇐) Assume that (D,W,P, h, � − 1) is a yes-instance and
let R be a partition with h-index h. Recall that P consists of P ∗

and B − � singletons {h1}, . . . , {hB−�}, which are hence also
contained in R. Furthermore, sumCite({hi}) = B for each hi

and, by the definition of the h-index, there are � parts R1, . . . , R�

with Ri ⊂ P ∗ and sumCite(Ri) ≥ B for each i. Since,
by definition, sumCite(P ∗) = � · B and sumCite(P ∗) =∑

1≤i≤� sumCite(Ri) we have that sumCite(Ri) = B for all i.
It follows that sumCite(Ri \ {u1, . . . , uΔ}) ≤ B for all i. This
implies that packing into bin i each item in {sj | aj ∈ Ri} solves the
instance (S, �, B).

Note that this proof can be modified to cover also the unionCite
and the fusionCite case by adding � · s∗ extra x-articles and ensuring
that no two articles in W are cited by the same x-article.

4 FUSION CITE

We now consider the fusionCite measure, which makes manipulation
considerably harder than the other measures. In particular, we obtain
that even in the most basic case, the manipulation problem is NP-hard.

Theorem 5. ATOMIZING(fusionCite) is NP-hard, even if the cita-
tion graph is acyclic.

Proof. We reduce from the NP-hard 3-SAT problem: given a 3-CNF
formula F with n variables and m clauses, decide whether F al-
lows for a satisfying truth assignment to its variables. Without loss

of generality, we assume n+m > 3. Given a formula F with vari-
ables x1, . . . , xn and clauses c1, . . . , cm such that n + m > 3, we
produce an instance (D,W,P,m+ n) of ATOMIZING(fusionCite)
in polynomial time as follows.

For each variable xi of F , add to D and W sets XF
i :=

{XF
i,1, . . . , X

F
i,2(n+m)} and X T

i := {XT
i,1, . . . , X

T
i,2(n+m)} of vari-

able articles. Add XF
i and X T

i to P and, for 1 ≤ � ≤ n + m,
add citations (XF

i,�, X
T
i,2�) and (XT

i,�, X
F
i,2�) to D. Next, for each

clause ci of F , add a clause article Ci to D, to W , and add {Ci}
to P . Finally, if a positive literal xi occurs in a clause cj , then add
citations (XT

i,�, Cj) to D for 1 ≤ � ≤ n + m. If a negative lit-
eral ¬xi occurs in a clause cj , then add citations (XF

i,�, Cj) to D
for 1 ≤ � ≤ n +m. This concludes the construction. Observe that
D is acyclic since all citations go from variable articles to clause
articles or to variable articles with a higher index. It remains to show
that F is satisfiable if and only if (D,W,P,m+ n) is a yes-instance.

(⇒) If F is satisfiable, then a solution R for (D,W,P,m +
n) looks as follows: for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if xi is true, then
we put XF

i ∈ R and we put X T
i ∈ R otherwise. All other articles

of D are added to R as singletons. We count the citations that every
part of R gets from other parts of R. If xi is true, then XF

i gets
m+ n citations from {XT

i,�} for 1 ≤ � ≤ n+m. Moreover, for the
clause cj containing the literal xi, {Cj} gets n +m citations from
{XT

i,�} for 1 ≤ � ≤ n+m. Similarly, if xi is false, then {X T
i } gets

m+n citations and so does every {Cj} for each clause cj containing
the literal ¬xi. Since every clause is satisfied and every variable is
either true or false, it follows that each of the m clause articles gets
m + n citations and that, for each of the n variables xi, either XF

i

or X T
i gets m+ n citations. It follows that m+ n parts of R get at

least m+ n citations and thus, that R has h-index at least m+ n.
(⇐) Let R be a solution for (D,W,P,m+n). We first show that,

for each variable xi, we have either X T
i ∈ R or XF

i ∈ R. To this
end, it is important to note two facts:
1. For each variable xi, every variable article in X T

i ∪ XF
i has at

most one incoming arc in D. Thus, no (singleton) variable article
in R can get m+ n citations.

2. If, for some variable xi, the part X T
i ∈ R gets m + n citations,

then XF
i /∈ R and vice versa.

Thus, since there are at most m clause articles and R contains
m + n parts with m + n citations, R contains exactly one of the
parts X T

i ,XF
i of each variable xi. It follows that, in R, all single-

ton clause articles have to receive m + n citations. Thus, for each
clause cj , there is a literal xi in cj or a literal ¬xi in cj such that
X T

i /∈ R or XF
i /∈ R, respectively. It follows that setting each xi to

true if and only if X T
i /∈ R gives a satisfying truth assignment to the

variables of F .

This NP-hardness result motivates the search for fixed-parameter
tractability.

Theorem 6. ATOMIZING(fusionCite) can be solved in O(4h
2

(n+
m)) time, where h is the h-index to achieve.

Proof. We use the following procedure to solve an in-
stance (D,W,P, h) of ATOMIZING(fusionCite).

Let P≥h be the set of merged articles P ∈ P with
fusionCite(P ) ≥ h. If |P≥h| ≥ h, then we face a yes-instance
and output “yes”. To see that we can do this in linear time, note
that, given P , we can compute fusionCite(P ) in linear time for
each P ∈ P . Below we assume that |P≥h| < h.

First, we atomize all P ∈ P that cannot have h or more citations,
that is, for which, even if we atomize all merged articles except
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for P , we have fusionCite(P ) < h. Formally, we atomize P if∑
v∈P |N in

D−P (v)| < h. Let P ′ be the partition obtained from P
after these atomizing operations; note that P ′ can be computed in
linear time.

The basic idea is now to look at all remaining merged articles that
receive at least h citations from atomic articles; they form the set P<h

below. They are cited by at most h− 1 other merged articles. Hence,
if the size of P<h exceeds some function f(h), then, among the con-
tained merged articles, we find a large number of merged articles that
do not cite each other. If we have such a set, then we can atomize all
other articles, obtaining h-index h. If the size of P<h is smaller than
f(h), then we can determine by brute force whether there is a solution.

Consider all merged articles P ∈ P ′ that have less than h
citations but can obtain h or more citations by applying atomizing
operations to merged articles in P ′. Let us call the set of these merged
articles P<h. Formally, P ∈ P<h if

∑
v∈P |N in

D−P (v)| ≥ h and
fusionCite(P ) < h. Again, P<h can be computed in linear time.
Note that P ′ \ (P≥h ∪ P<h) consists only of singletons.

Now, we observe the following. If there is a set P∗ ⊆ P<h of
at least h merged articles such that, for all Pi, Pj ∈ P∗, neither Pi

cites Pj nor Pj cites Pi, then we can atomize all merged articles
in P ′ \ P∗ to reach an h-index of at least h. We finish the proof by
showing that we can conclude the existence of the set P∗ if P<h is
sufficiently large and solve the problem using brute force otherwise.

Consider the undirected graph G that has a vertex vP for
each P ∈ P<h and an edge between vPi and vPj if Pi cites Pj or
Pj cites Pi. Note that {vP | P ∈ P∗} forms an independent set in G.
Furthermore, let I be an independent set in G that has size at least h.
Let P∗∗ = {P ∈ P<h | vP ∈ I}. Then, we can atomize all merged
articles in P ′ \ P∗∗ to reach an h-index of at least h.

We claim that the number of edges in G is at most (h− 1) · |P<h|.
This is because the edge set of G can be enumerated by enumerating
for every vertex vP the edges incident with vP that result from a
citation of P from another P ′ ∈ P<h. The citations for each P are
less than h as, otherwise, we would have that P ∈ P≥h. Now, we
can make use of Turán’s Theorem, which can be stated as follows:
If a graph with � vertices has at most �k/2 edges, then it admits an
independent set of size at least �/(k+1) [12, Exercise 4.8]. Hence, if
|P<h| ≥ 2h2 −h, then we face a yes-instance and we can find a solu-
tion by taking an arbitrary subset P ′<h of P<h with |P ′<h| = 2h2−h,
by atomizing every merged article outside of P ′<h, and by guess-
ing which merged articles we need to atomize inside of P ′<h. If
|P<h| < 2h2−h, then we guess which merged articles in P<h∪P≥h

we need to atomize to obtain a solution if it exists. In both cases, for
each guess we need linear time to determine whether we have found
a solution, giving the overall running time of O(4h

2 · (m+ n)).

For the conservative variant, however, we cannot achieve FPT, even if
we add the number of atomization operations and the maximum size
of a merged article to the parameter.

Theorem 7. CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING(fusionCite) is NP-hard
and W[1]-hard when parameterized by h + k + s, where s :=
maxP∈P |P |, even if the citation graph is acyclic.

Proof. We reduce from the CLIQUE problem: given a graph G and
an integer k, decide whether G contains a clique on at least k vertices.
CLIQUE parameterized by k is known to be W[1]-hard.

Given an instance (G, k) of CLIQUE, we produce an in-
stance (D,W,P, h, k) of CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING(fusionCite)
in polynomial time as follows. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume k ≥ 4 so that

(
k
2

) ≥ 4. For each vertex v of G, introduce a

set Rv of �(k
2

)
/2� vertices to D and W and add Rv as a part to P .

For an edge {v, w} of G, add to D and W a vertex e{v,w} and add
{e{v,w}} to P . Moreover, add a citation from each vertex in Rv∪Rw

to e{v,w}. Finally, set h :=
(
k
2

)
. Each of h, k and s in our constructed

instance of CONSERVATIVE ATOMIZING(fusionCite) depends only
on k in the input CLIQUE instance. It remains to show that (G, k) is a
yes-instance for CLIQUE if and only if (D,W,P, h, k) is.

(⇒) Assume that (G, k) is a yes-instance and let S be a clique
in G. Then, atomizing Rv for each v ∈ S yields

(
k
2

)
articles with at

least
(
k
2

)
citations in D: for each of the

(
k
2

)
pairs of vertices v, w ∈ S,

the vertex e{v,w} gets �(k
2

)
/2� citations from the vertices in Rv and

the same number of citations from the vertices in Rw and, thus, at
least

(
k
2

)
citations in total.

(⇐) Assume that (D,W,P, h, k) is a yes-instance and let R be
a solution. We construct a subgraph S = (VS , ES) of G that is a
clique of size k. Let VS := {v ∈ V (G) | Rv ∈ P \ R} and
ES := {{v, w} ∈ E(G) | {v, w} ⊆ VS}, that is, S = G[VS ].
Obviously, |VS | ≤ k. It remains to show |ES | ≥

(
k
2

)
, which implies

both that |VS | = k and that S is a clique. To this end, observe that the
only vertices with incoming citations in D are the vertices e{v,w} for
the edges {v, w} of G. The only citations of a vertex e{v,w} are from
the parts Rv and Rw in P . That is, with respect to the partition P ,
each vertex e{v,w} has two citations. Since the h-index h to reach is(
k
2

)
, at least

(
k
2

)
vertices e{v,w} have to receive

(
k
2

) ≥ 4 citations,
which is only possible by atomizing both Rv and Rw. That is, for
at least

(
k
2

)
vertices e{v,w}, we have {Rv, Rw} ⊆ P \ R and, thus,

v, w ⊆ VS and {v, w} ∈ ES . It follows that |ES | ≥
(
k
2

)
.

The reduction given above easily yields the same hardness result for
most other problem variants: a vertex e{v,w} receives a sufficient
number of citations only if Rv and Rw are atomized. Hence, even if
we allow extractions or divisions on Rv , it helps only if we extract
or split off all articles in Rv . The only difference is that the num-
ber of allowed operations is set to k · (�(k

2

)
/2 − 1)� for these two

problem variants. By the same argument, we obtain hardness for the
conservative variants.

Corollary 1. For μ = fusionCite, CONSERVATIVE EXTRAC-
TING(μ), CAUTIOUS EXTRACTING(μ), CONSERVATIVE DIVID-
ING(μ), and CAUTIOUS DIVIDING(μ) are NP-hard and W[1]-hard
when parameterized by h+ k + s, where s := maxP∈P |P |, even if
the citation graph is acyclic.

5 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

To assess how much the h-index of a researcher can be manipulated
by splitting articles, we performed computational experiments with
data extracted from Google Scholar.

Description of the Data. We use three data sets provided by van
Bevern et al. [2]. One data set consists of 22 selected authors of
IJCAI’13. The selection of these authors was biased to obtain profiles
of authors in their early career. More precisely, the selected authors
have a Google Scholar profile, an h-index between 8 and 20, between
100 and 1000 citations, and have been active between 5 and 10 years.
The other two data sets contain Google Scholar data of ‘AI’s 10 to
Watch’, a list of young accomplished researchers in AI compiled by
IEEE Intelligent Systems. One data set contains five profiles from the
2011 edition, the other eight profiles from the 2013 edition of the list.

Generation of Profiles with Merged Articles. In our setting, the
input consists of a profile which already contains some merged articles.
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Figure 3: For each compatibility threshold, the left box shows maxi-
mum h-index increases for sumCite, the right box for unionCite.

To obtain such merged profiles, we used the compatibility graphs for
each profile provided by van Bevern et al. [2], which they generated
as follows. For each article u let T (u) denote the set of words in its
title. There is an edge between articles u and v if |T (u) ∩ T (v)| ≥
t · |T (u) ∪ T (v)|, where t ∈ [0, 1] is the compatibility threshold. For
t = 0, the compatibility graph is a clique; for t = 1 only articles
with the same words in the title are adjacent. For t ≤ 0.3, very
dissimilar articles are still considered compatible [2]. Hence, we
focus on t ≥ 0.4 below.

For each profile and corresponding compatibility graph G, we
obtained a profile with merged articles as follows. While the compati-
bility graph G contains an edge, compute a maximal clique C by a
greedy algorithm, add C as a merged article to the profile, remove C
from G, and continue. If the compatibility graph has no edge, then
add all remaining articles as atomic articles of the profile.

Experimental Results. We implemented Algorithms 2, 4, and 5—
the exact, linear-time algorithms from Section 3 for CONSERVATIVE

ATOMIZING, CONSERVATIVE EXTRACTING, and CAUTIOUS EX-
TRACTING, respectively, each for both the sumCite and unionCite
measures. Using them, we computed the maximum-possible h-index
increases under the respective restrictions. The implementation is
in Python 2.7.10 under Ubuntu Linux 15.10. Using an Intel Xeon
E3-1231 CPU with 3.4 GHz and 32 GB RAM, the instances could be
solved within three minutes altogether.

Figure 3 shows h-index increases for the IJCAI’13 authors for
extracting articles: the lower edge of a box is the first quartile, the
upper edge the third quartile, and the thick bar is the median; whiskers
extend to the maximum and minimum values. Note that the h-index
increase achievable by extracting articles is always at least as large as
the one for atomizing articles. For the IJCAI’13 authors, atomizing
articles yields essentially the same curve/same results as in Figure 3.
Qualitatively, the results for AI’s 10 to Watch 2013 are the same,
whereas AI’s 10 to Watch 2011 can achieve larger h-index increases
for compatibility threshold 0.1. Hence, supposing that compatibility
thresholds of at least 0.4 yield realistic profiles, we can conclude that
25 % of the authors could improve their h-index by unmerging articles
by at least two and some outliers by five.

The results concerning the influence of restrictions on the num-
ber of operations and number of touched merged articles are as fol-
lows. For atomizing articles, most authors can increase their h-indices
in increments of one for each atomizing operation up to their indi-
vidual maximum. There is, however, one IJCAI’13 author who can
achieve an increment of five with one atomizing operation (t = 0.4,
sumCite). For extracting articles, clearly, each operation can increase
the h-index by at most one. The results for CAUTIOUS EXTRACTING
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Figure 4: For each upper bound k on the number of allowed article
extractions, the left box shows the maximum h-index increases for
sumCite, the right box for unionCite.

over the IJCAI’13 authors are shown in Figure 4 for compatibility
threshold 0.4. Interestingly, in the experiments for CONSERVATIVE

EXTRACTING and t = 0.4, all selected IJCAI’13 authors can achieve
their maximum h-index increases by extracting articles out of at most
two merged articles. In general, for threshold at least 0.4, they need to
touch at most three merged articles to achieve the maximum h-index
increase. This is also true for AI’s 10 to Watch 2013, whereas AI’s
10 to Watch 2011 can improve further by manipulating four merged
articles (for t = 0.5).

Summarizing, our findings indicate that realistic profiles can be
manipulated by splitting articles to yield h-index increases of at most
two for the majority of authors. This can mean saving at least a year
of work, since the average increase of the h-indices per year is 1.22
in the considered IJCAI data set. Furthermore, our findings indicate
that the increase can be obtained by tampering with a small number
of merged articles.

6 CONCLUSION

Regarding theory, we leave three main open questions concerning the
computational complexity of EXTRACTING(fusionCite), the parame-
terized complexity of DIVIDING(fusionCite), as well as the parame-
terized complexity of CAUTIOUS DIVIDING(sumCite / unionCite)
with respect to h (see Table 1), as the most immediate challenges
for future work. Also, finding hardness reductions that produce more
realistic instances would be desirable. From the experimental side,
evaluating the potentially possible h-index increase by splitting on
real merged profiles would be interesting as well as experiments
using fusionCite as a measure. Moreover, it makes sense to consider
the manipulation of the h-index also in context with the simultaneous
manipulation of other indices (e.g., Google’s i10-index, see also
Pavlou and Elkind [16]) and to look for Pareto-optimal solutions. We
suspect that our algorithms easily adapt to other indices. In addition, it
is natural to consider combining merging and splitting in manipulation
of author profiles. Finally, from a practical point of view, our exper-
imental results indicate that author profiles with surprisingly large
h-index may be worth inspecting concerning potential manipulation.
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